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Three viable options to end homelessness are being considered, the first options EVER (30
years) with the potential of ending homelessness! (this page lower right).
Photo: Tiny Homes (for dogs) in Tijuana. Dogs get treated better than humans, both here and there. In This Issue: (1) Free Press Threatened, Editorial on Conflicts of Interest,
News Media News • (2) Feeding the Cash Cow, Feedback, Other News, Meetings, Snide Comments
View this newspaper becoming assembled at
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shortage, and the homeless which resulted. Less
than 1/10 of 1% of the massive real estate profits
were used to help the homeless in any way. In
addition, San Diego and all San Diegans suffered
from having so many homeless in our area, becoming
America’s Homeless City.
Dr. John Kitchin, Editor-Publisher, SD Homeless News

Journalist Under Fire

News Media News:

Kelly Davis, one of the Founders of CityBeat and
perhaps the leading news reporter on the San Diego
homeless issue in all of history, is being harassed by
San Diego County using the legal system. Over the
years, she reported, among many other things, the
mysterious deaths which happened repeatedly in the
County Jail, and the fact that we had the number one
jail in the nation in deaths, of the 1600 counties in the
United States. She also covered the mysterious
deaths of both media informants and undercover
Journalists, plus the cover-up resulting.

Where do I begin? So much needs to be written
about that I lack the time and resources to cover it all.
To start with, the San Diego Reader had a Jay Allen
Sanford cartoon demeaning of the homeless. I think
the San Diego homeless are pretty heroic, only
increasing in number by 9,000 or so in the face of the
19,500 low-income rentals torn down the past 15
years and replaced with only 3 to 6 thousand new
units, depending upon whether or not you count beds
at an institution to be “housing”.

These deaths mostly happened during the tenure of
District Attorney Paul Pfingst, who chose Bonnie
DuManis as his successor, somewhat reducing the
phenomenon. DuManis chose Summer Stephan as
her successor, subject to the approval of voters later
this year. Part of our “Good Old Boys” system (see
next article.)
Going after Davis, a Journalist, smacks of violation of
our Free Press laws, and those plus Freedom of
Religion laws were what we fought the Revolutionary
War with Great Britain about. Britain’s Bar controls
both there. For more on the Bar and how it threatens
the peace and safety of the U.S., see the last section
(Credits) of this publication.
LEAD EDITORIAL

Good Old Boys’
Conflicts of Interest
There has always been a Conflict of Interests having
our local politicians write our real estate rules,
because all of their retirement money is based upon
real estate holdings owned by the Democratic and
Republican political parties.
Ditto for the City
Employee Union and Pension Funds. Politicians may
need to dip into this money as soon as they fail to be
re-elected, or seek a different elected office
unsuccessfully. There is an incentive to hire former
politicians as well as former city employees at other
jobs to avoid depleting these funds.
Pension under-funding during the reign of Mayor
Susan Golding resulted in a major scandal. New
Mayor Jerry Sanders, our former Police Chief, had
such an economic problem that he needed to call in
the Los Angeles Mafia “real estate boys” to resolve it.
At issue? Greatly and rapidly increase the value of
real estate, especially downtown which had its real
estate scarcified by building Petco Park. Over 4
thousand low-income rentals were torn down,
resulting in between 4 and 5 thousand homeless.
Real estate values took off, resulting in new
billionaires, added prosperity for those owning real
estate, and a shoring-up of the City Pension Fund, as
well as the Democratic and Republican Party pension
funds. The only problem was a severe housing

We had no media coverage of the latest Cash Cow
scam, the new 20th and Commercial St. homeless
storage center, which I address at the end of this
article. We had Lori Zapf suggesting the jailing of
more homeless.
Why not instead blame those
responsible for the homeless problem, such as
herself, the rest of the City Council, and the Mayor?
No media mentioned the changes in how we were to
get a new Police Chief, either. We were supposed to
be able to ask questions of the 3 candidates, but that
got cancelled, and instead the Mayor made the
decision to hire the Assistant Chief in charge of HOT,
who jailed so many homeless in Ocean Beach. Are
we getting back to the Gestapo Era (Chiefs Sanders
and Lansdowne)? My police contact was fired for
being too honest, years ago.
We now have a Union at the LA Times, but also a
report that they and the SD Union-Tribune have both
been sold. Reminds me of Texas Rent-A-Bank where
near-bankrupt banks were bought, sold, and traded
daily. The future? Yahoo is now in India, so my bet is
that our newspapers will be brought in from printing
shops in Bangladesh. Enough sarcastic reality.
It bothers me that we are seeing stereotypes about
the homeless re-surface, about alcohol, drugs, and
mental illness. In 1960, if you were homeless, that
was your fault. In 1985, not your fault. A recent letter
in San Diego CityBeat (999 Beautiful Tiles) by a
retired Navy Commander suggests that many
homeless want to be homeless. Not true. It’s just
that the alternatives to that are often much worse, in
our obviously uncaring society.
He references
Operation Stand Down, but that is merely a cover-up
of how badly our homeless veterans are treated. If
the US cared about its veterans, they would get
housing instead of medals, parades, and brass
marching bands. Homeless veterans quite rightly
refuse to participate in programs designed to make
them obedient vegetables. Outreach is a group of
programs that are a form of harassment, and nothing
more. Booze and dope are used to help deal with
being kicked in the head periodically, bitten and
pissed on by dogs, insulted hundreds of times a day,
that sort of thing. Continuous sweeps, Jesus-lies,
abusive Human Spirituality (blood and semen added
to the free food), not being able to take a shower nor
use a toilet, tickets, arrests, and way more. The
beginnings of a real solution might be to jail those
who caused the homeless problem, our present and
past elected officials.

And, to the News Media: You would never print or
broadcast stereotypes of the Blacks or Jews, so why
are the Ocean Beach homeless being referred to as
“Perps” by Julie Stalmer in the San Diego Reader
(Feb. 8, “Neighborhoods Join Hands”) Homeless are
trying to survive disenfranchisement, and those who
are the most fed-up usually move to Pacific Beach or
Ocean Beach, angry. They are homeless because of
the tearing down of 19,500 low-rent housing units,
and this has eventually caused them to be drug
addicts, alcoholics, and mentally ill. So, whose fault is
that? Rents now cost more than full-time wages pay,
so “Getting a Job” is not any solution. Get real.
Reject the propaganda called Press Releases, and
instead use your brain.
SOLUTIONS?

How about a grant to pay for the free distribution
of this newspaper to San Diego’s homeless (or at
least to those of them which can be found), who
can then read it, and sell it to tourists for a
donation? Any of you philanthropists want to
embark on a real solution instead of dozens of
fake ones?
Jobs? Not a solution because rents cost more than
wages pay.
Homeless are not cooperating?
Cooperating with what? All shelters have been full for
months, except those beds which are required by
contract to be kept vacant. 90% of our homeless
have no place you could put them, so why should
they go thru the process of filling out paperwork to
apply for housing that does not exist and never will?
Actually, it is the unlucky ones who get “helped” and
turned into human vegetables.
SECRETS OF THE NEWS MEDIA

On the Hepatitis A issue, some Journalists found that
the virus infected a Pacific Beach cook who swam in
the ocean when San Diego sewage was backing up
to shore. This cook had bad hygiene habits, infected
many tourists, and the City-County Gnostic Group
(Cabal and/or Guild) intentionally spread the virus to
the homeless, to protect tourism by trying to make it a
homeless issue instead. From there, only homeless
data, not public data, was used to track the virus. The
Hepatitis outbreak was used to vilify the homeless,
making them seem like contagious lepers, plus used
to force them all out of downtown and into hiding.
The Journalists were not able to publish this without
admitting the Government Gnostic Group exists,
which is, of course, forbidden in the media. It’s that
old “Conspiracy Theory” thing.
The following three items are the ONLY things
proposed so far that would actually improve the
numbers of homeless in San Diego:
The Community Land Trust has received a number
of vacant lots from the City, and will be converting
them to housing for the poor, at a cost of $212,000
per house. Source:
San Diego Union-Tribune.
Currently, taxpayers spend over $300,000 per
homeless person housed. This is intended to help
first-time home buyers, but would also free-up
inexpensive housing when they move into their new
homes. Good plan.
Amikas has a display of Tiny Homes, per Gary
Warth in the San Diego Union-Tribune, Feb. 12,
“Nonprofit provides cabins for homeless on temporary
basis”. This is pivotal, because this system of dealing
with the homeless has been a big success all over the
country. Robert Bird of Amikas currently has a

display of interest in North Park, complying with
State Assembly Bill AB-932, at 3725 30th St., about
2 blocks south of University Ave. www.Amikas.Org.
A bond measure for the voters has been proposed
which would create 7.5 thousand new housing
units and pay for same via an average $72 per year
increase in property taxes. San Diego U-T, Feb. 9.
We support this, but the cost of dealing with the
homeless crisis should be on the shoulders of real
estate developers, not everyone who owns real estate
in San Diego. You could argue, however, that
everyone got their real estate increased in value
because of what those developers did.
End of Real Solutions.
On the New Storage Area for homeless possessions,
currently Think Dignity operates a storage facility in
East Village, with 400 bins plus a long waiting list of
150 to 450 persons at all times. The City will be
installing a new storage facility at 20th and
Commercial, that will have a thousand storage
spaces, moving sidewalks, be open 7 AM to 7 PM
plus on weekends, and bids are being solicited from
both
For-Profit
and
Nonprofit
corporations.
Unfortunately, the City is giving bidders only 4 days to
file what must be something like 600 pages of
proposal paperwork. So, somebody who will be the
winner of the process must have helped the City
come up with the RFP (Request For Proposals) and
slanted it so they win it. Lack of transparency and a
rigged bid process, two benchmarks of the Cash Cow
system of dealing with homelessness. Good lead-in
to the next editorial.

The Cash-Cow Scam of
Homelessness
From the beginning, homelessness has all been
about Gentrification, making downtown real estate
scarce to decrease the supply available, making real
estate billionaires, and, well, who cares if 35% of all
San Diegans are having an impossible time paying
their rent? Quite probably each family will become
homeless at some time or other when somebody
loses their job (as a Journalist?) or gets sick,
handicapped, etc. If past and future homeless count
as part of my “Homeless Rotation”, then do we really
have a million homeless?
The PITC (Point-In-Time Count) in Jan. 2018 was
said to measure 30% fewer homeless than in 2017. If
you look at our archives, I predicted that. Less than
50% of our homeless have ever been found in the
past, and now less than 25% are being found. Still, it
is a benchmark that HUD needs to determine how
well-hidden the homeless are in each city. As an
actual count, however, even HUD admits it is a
failure. Let us now dispel some of the lies and myths
about homelessness by printing the truth:
First, no one wants to be homeless. Usually the
alternatives to that are even worse. Alternatives
like becoming a Jesus-slave at the San Diego Rescue
Mission or the Salvation Army. Or checking into a
prison for poor people, such as Alpha Square, PATH
Connections Housing, or Father Joe’s Villages.
Suicide, Direct or Indirect, is another alternative, too,
and at least 100 San Diego homeless die each year
from losing the will to live. The homeless know these
things, and you do not. You only know what you were
told.
Secondly, all homelessness is caused by real
estate greed, and laws which perpetuate same,
and no other reason. Once homeless, being often
kicked in the head, insulted hundreds of times a day,
harassed by Outreach 24 hours, deprived of sleep,
beaten up by police, and much more, homeless cope
using drugs and alcohol, often resulting in even
greater problems than they already have. This
eventually leads to their becoming mentally ill, and
then they will be that way forever. Less than one per
thousand ever recovers.
Third, none of the things done to “help” the
homeless actually help, just make the homeless
problem more bearable for society and easier to
handle. There is, however, huge money in dealing
with these problems, so why establish a For-Profit
corporation when you can make $6 million as a
nonprofit? The same Real Estate Greed that makes
billions while also making people homeless also
makes money for those who “help” the situation but
do not “solve” the problem. Politicians get huge cash
contributions from the for-profit companies that the
nonprofits hire to do construction, supply materials,
and even supply Public Relations.
Fourth, the news media are in on the Cash Cow
System of homelessness, too. They save money
on reporters and editors by printing the City
propaganda press releases, and/or let the Public
Relations folks write their articles, free. All of these

things help to conceal the truth. You are supposed to
think that the homeless are lazy, dope addicts, or nutcases, plus that they had some hand in becoming
homeless. You’re supposed to ignore the 19,500 lowrent housing units torn down by the City.
Fifth, the news media also make money on
political elections advertising, of course, one of
their most lucrative sidelines. And, they encourage
the “Good Old Boys” to become elected or re-elected,
the choices of the San Diego – Los Angeles mafia
and the broadcast TV stations they control.
Sixth, if the homeless do not have showers and
toilets, there will be health problems. The City will
not allow either of these downtown, in hopes of
pushing the homeless someplace else. Why has
there not been a Cholera outbreak? Why was there
no Hepatitis A outbreak in Tijuana, which has much
more lax health standards than San Diego? ThirdWorld Police-States like San Diego usually get a
boatload more health problems than we’ve had. The
lack of toilets causes the need to use sidewalks,
planters, hedges, etc., and the need to excrete
wastes is no fault of the homeless. This is not a
“crime” because the City removed at least 34
downtown public toilets over the past 15 years,
plus got rid of many trash receptacles and all
downtown showers. Both the human wastes and
the litter are entirely the doing of the City. Jail the
perps? You mean the Mayor and Council? It was
their real estate laws that caused so many homeless,
after all, plus they consistently made the problem
worse, outlawing the overnight parking of RV’s for
example. Jail the homeless? The costs of doing that
are so staggering that taxes would have to be greatly
increased. Is that what you want? Building housing
would cost a tenth as much as jailing the homeless.
Seventh, the City is lucky the homeless have been
cooperative so far, allowing themselves to be
shepherded into East Village, and obeying as many
laws as the City makes it possible to obey. The
original plan, “Plan A”, called for bringing one million
homeless to San Diego, and registering them to vote.
I shot down that plan with a veto on the Homeless
Board, now called the Homeless Editorial Board,
because I did not want to be blamed for what would
result. Would San Diego be worth living in, if it had a
million homeless? Is San Diego worth living in now,
with the number of homeless it has? Homeless avoid
coming to San Diego because of the low wages, high
prices, high rents, police Repression, and massive
corruption in government. It is also a very selfish city,
where most people don’t give a damn about anybody
else. So, ship our homeless back home, to Chula
Vista and Escondido? Above all the paid-for tourism
hype, used to sell real estate, San Diego is one
godawful place to live, and needs to spend billions on
advertising to sucker people into moving here. The
weather is nice, however, nice enough to live on the
sidewalk. Pity the poor fools who pay money to live
here. Be proud to be rent-free. Make a difference.
Oppose Nazi Repression. If you don’t, who will?
Dr. John Kitchin, for the San Diego Homeless
Editorial Board.
Welcome to Hell. Satan will be with you shortly; he’s
busy molesting a young boy.

Feedback:
I was asked about the facts on the fixing of local
elections. Much of this was published by Ray Lutz
on
the
Facebook
page
“Election
Scams
Clearinghouse”, where the national races have all
been found fraudulent when closely examined, and
everyone involved refuses to allow the ballots (or
even photos of the ballots) to be accessed. It took 5
years to prove that Al Gore beat George W. Bush in
2000, and time has always been the big problem with
elections fixing and straightening everything out.
All of the facts concerning elections fixing in San
Diego come from sources that refuse to be quoted,
refuse to testify, and even from the secret Gnostic
groups which control society. However, a close look
at previous issues of this newspaper will reveal
dozens of other things that JDLR (Just Don’t Look
Right). Lawsuits are pending, but the tack has been
to delay legal action until the candidate that cheated
is no longer in office.
A bigger and better question is this: How do we keep
our elections from being rigged? There is a bill in the
State Legislature, sponsored by Dean Logan and
Rep. Quirk, AB-2125, which would shut down election
scam counts and hacking. This would also restore
confidence in the electoral process.
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Other News:
The February meeting of RTFH, the Regional Task
Force on the Homeless, has been cancelled.
MTS divided bus route 11 into “White 11” and “Black
and Hispanic 11”, now called Route 12. They also
took out a mile or so of the middle of the route,
ceasing very important service on Market St. from
First Avenue to 12th (Park). This also makes the
routes not connect at all. Reminds me of the Racism
involved in the La Jolla “Circulator Routes” that go
around and around in wealthy neighborhoods instead
of going in a straight line from Point A to Point B. You
already know that bus stops near dollar-stores were
removed or relocated, right? This requires senior
citizens on crutches to walk a much longer distance.
Toni Atkins, who pioneered the original real estate
development plans that led to San Diego having so
many homeless, was elected President of the
California State Senate. Her forte in public office has
been getting around the campaign finance laws to
amass fortunes from rich corporations seeking special
favors or legislation and willing to pay big cash for
same.
Kris Michell, who was a top aide to Mayor Jerry
Sanders and helped to enforce his reign of terror on
the homeless, was promoted from being chief of
Clean and Safe to now COO of the City of San Diego.
It makes her, essentially, the City Manager, and the
Mayor’s proxy.

Meetings:
Think Dignity had its usual monthly meeting on the
First Thursday of the month, Feb. 1, with 12 persons
present, about 20% above average for this time of
year. This group, at www.ThinkDignity.Org, tries to
help both the homeless and society in general by
advocating for solutions and/or partial solutions. Their
showing of “Tony The Movie” about one man’s
struggle with San Diego homelessness had an
excellent turnout. MTS is rejecting Proof-of-Disability
for many disabled folks, causing a problem. It has
already been pointed out the NCTD in North County is
a little more fair. Now that Georgette Gomez is Chief
of MTS, perhaps things will change. Think Dignity
intends to operate a help program for the homeless to
obtain bus and trolley passes. It currently operates
showers, but to use them someone has to leave
downtown with all their possessions, which is not a
viable option. They intend to bid on becoming a
Subcontractor for the new Homeless Storage Center
on 20th and Commercial.
The old “Skydiving”
enterprise at 13th and Commercial will now be
operated as a homeless center. Think Dignity is
advocating for those in Outreach to have Crisis
Management training mandatory.

Did not fit into this issue:
Hints and Kinks, Surviving using Tijuana.
Unauthorized History of Viruses: Nearly all were
created by long-extinct civilizations as weapons of
war. Strong peso backed by British Petroleum (BP,
Arco, Atlantic Richfield, Sinclair Dinosaur, Texaco,
Shell), which now operates PEMEX, causing
problems for retired Americans in Mexico. Censored
out due to content: Comments on the CityBeat
Valentine Sex Issue. An Unauthorized History on the
truth of Theology. An article on Overpopulation,
called “Boom Times and the Population Paradox”,
which gives the origins of homeless problems.

Snide Comments:
My Australian Facebook friend insists that Tap and
Ride has something to do with draft beer on public
transit, the way they do it in England and Australia. •
Beans. Making people fart loud since 1856. • Jimmy
the Pimp’s favorite bread is Ho-Wheat. Jimmy sez he
uses Ho’s Clamps when he needs to tie one down.
Jimmy is a cartoon character of mine, part of my
humor series, “Bite Me!”, “Chew!”, “Swallow!”, and
“Now, Belch”. These were originally written to avoid
suicides. • The meek shall inherit the earth, because
nobody else wants this backwards, decaying planet. •
Are the words “garbage” and “borracho” (drunk) the
root words of “gabacho” (American)? Hundreds of
years ago, non-Whites were considered less than
100% human. In the Constitution, Black slaves are
considered two-fifths of a human being each, for
determining representation in Congress. That would
be 40% human. Were Mexicans considered 60%
human? Anyway, with policies like this, White folks
were obviously only 10% human themselves. • A
hungry rat wanted to eat Kitty’s food, but instead Kitty
found him very tasty. • Beer. Helping ugly people
get sex for thousands of years. • Before I moved to
San Diego, I thought OB was a tampon, South Park a
cartoon series, and the Coronado Fairy Landing a gay
bar in Hillcrest. • If a baby-kin is a little baby, and a

lambkin a little lamb, does that make a pumpkin a little
pump, and a napkin a little nap? • Homelessness is
caused by technology eliminating jobs while real
estate greed eliminates inexpensive housing. Since

both of these are rooted in politics, politics is the only
cause and cure for homelessness, barring violence,
war, or great upheaval. • Our Editor is a Born-Again
Atheist.

DONATIONS were not accepted for many
years because it caused too many problems
of all different sorts. Now, you can donate if
you want, using PayPal.Com, account
nz9f@hotmail.com.

to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to
control and enslave the public. Many of them are not
even from this planet.

Money will be used to feed poor people, buy
office supplies, provide antibiotics, house
battered women and drug addicts that need
help, and do some basic political activism.
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A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood
and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo
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Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the
zoo, except you’re the exhibit.
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(619) 390-5000
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
John.Kitchin1 or San Diego Homeless News •
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We represent the world's fastest-growing ethnic group,
the homeless, the only group that gets NO protection
from discrimination in employment, housing, education,
nor hate-crimes. We are those who suffer because the
wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be
homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens
when everything you do to prevent it fails to work.
Making anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes
no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope,
just to stay sane, and many lose that fight, too,
becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This
ends the problems that society forced upon them. SelfServatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't mind,
because they don't believe in God.
These are the same people who invented God, so they
could control you and make money off you. They fill
your head with propaganda from the day you are born.
The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and
Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys
and runs the court system, religious system, and news
media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by
expanding the population, with major holdings in both
real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even
though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy
termination have been available for thousands of years.
That is also why they hate same-sex marriage, as it does
not automatically produce biological children, and why
they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce
population. They also hate war, unless they can make
money on it. "They" is the Middle Templar Bar of
London.
The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, which is descended from the
Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World
Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian
Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh
Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having
been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis

